
 
 

5 CARPENTER STREET, PAWTUCKET RI 02860 

877-410-1887 
 

 

OFFSITE SERVICE AGREEMENT 
 

Description of Service: 

To maintain proper function and efficiency, Mistbuster and TriMist electrostatic cells need to be 
cleaned routinely 2-4 times per year depending on the application. AFS will ship clean and tested 
cells to your facility where your maintenance personnel will replace the dirty cells with clean ones, 
and place the dirty ones in the provided bags and boxes then ship them back to our facility. 

Benefits of Service: 

□ CLEANER AIR- in many cases mist collector units are installed, turned on and forgotten about. 
Without routine maintenance the aluminum collection cells can become  saturated  with  grease/  
soot  /  oil  and other contaminates, diminishing the efficiency. 

□ Minimal machine down time with AFS service. 

□ No wastewater to dispose of. 

□ No cleaning detergents, and no expensive parts washers to purchase, install, and maintain. 

□ Frequent cleaning optimizes mist collectors efficiency and performance. 

□ Allows your maintenance personnel work on other in house issues. 

Pricing: 
 

              Mistbuster 500 
(1 collection cell/ 2 prefilters) 

 

$59 + shipping 

Mistbuster/TriMist 750/850D 
(2 collection cells/ 2 prefilters) 

 

$104 + shipping 

Mistbuster/TriMist 850T 
(3 collection cells/ 2 prefilters) 

 

$149 + shipping 

Mistbuster Quad/ Trimist 1000 
(4 collection cells / 2 prefilters) 

 

$194 + shipping 

Mistbuster 2000/ Trimist 1400 
(6 collection cells/ 4 prefilters) 

 

$290 + shipping 

** Quantity discounts may apply 

Getting Started: 

□ Fill out the new customer form completely, signed Terms of Service Agreement, pre-
service questionnaire, and email it to AFS with cutting fluid SDS @ 
kate@airfiltrationsystems.com 

□ You will be contacted to confirm number of units and cells, review terms, set up cleaning 
frequency and anticipated ship date. 

□ Replace the dirty cells and mesh filters with clean ones, and place dirty ones into the 
container. Return to AFS address: 5 Carpenter Street, Pawtucket RI 02860

mailto:kate@airfiltrationsystems.com


Pre-Service Questionnaire 
Please fill out the following questionnaire providing as much detail as possible. If different 

coolants or materials are being used in different work cells please fill out additional forms. 

 

□ Coolant brand/ type?     

o Straight Oil □ 

o Water based □ 

o Synthetic □ 

o Semi-synthetic □ 

o Vegetable oil □ 

□ Materials cut?     

□ Days per week Mistbuster is running? _   

□ Shifts per day Mistbuster is running?     

□ Last time filters cleaned?     

□ Current service frequency (# times per year)?     

□ Please list all machines that fit the description above: 
 

 

Machine Tool Type Mistbuster Type/ # 
filters 

Machine Number 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



 
 
 

 

NEW OFFSITE SERVICE CUSTOMER FORM 
 

Company Name/ Address/ Phone # 

 

 

 

 

 

Ship to address if different from above 

 

 

 

 

Contact Person Name/ Phone # / Email 

 

 

 
 

Quantity of Replacement Filter Packages 

Quantity Type 

 Mistbuster 500 (1 cell + prefilters) 
 Mistbuster/TriMist 750/850D (2 cells + prefilters) 
 Mistbuster/TriMist 850T (3 cells + prefilters) 
 Mistbuster Quad/ Trimist 1000 (4 cells + prefilters) 
 Mistbuster 2000/ Trimist 1400 (6 cells + prefilters) 
  

 
 

Shipping Information: Carrier/Account # ( if do not want to ship AFS account) 

 



By returning this completed application form I agree to the terms of service described below. 

 

 

Terms of Service Agreement 
 

 

Services Provided 
 

The Customer hereby agrees to engage the Service Provider to provide the Customer with the following services: 

Collection cell / ionizer and mesh filter replacement for the Mistbuster/TriMist series electrostatic air cleaning units. 

 
□ AFS will ship clean and tested cells in plastic bags within reusable boxes or in a large bin. 

□ Customer agrees to place dirty cells in provided bags, then pack into AFS provided box which was used in 

shipping. Any used media filters are customer’s responsibility to dispose of. 

□ Customer agrees to an upfront commitment of two services. 

□ Customer agrees to ship back parts to AFS within 5 days of receipt. 

□ Customer agrees to pay an additional $50 fee per day the cells are kept after the 5 business day mark. 

□ Tracking information will be provided to AFS by customer when dirty cells are being returned. 

□ Customer is subject to a $40 fee per box if filters are not shipped to Pawtucket, RI address 

□ Customer is responsible for damaged and/or missing parts that are returned to AFS after first service. 

Replacement cost is based on current manufacturer pricing and will be added to the bill at completion of 

service. As long as customer is keeping up with routine cleaning frequencies, any additional 

damages/missing parts are AFS responsibility. 

 
Term of Agreement 

The terms of this agreement are applicable each time the customer orders the services the service provider supplies. 

Compensation 

For the services rendered by the Service Provider as required by this Agreement, the Customer will pay to the Service 

Provider compensation on the following basis: Automatic Bill Payment with credit card upon return of contaminated parts.  

 
Capacity / Independent Contractor 

 

It is expressly agreed that the Service Provider is acting as an independent contractor and not as an employee in providing 

the Services under this Agreement. The Service Provider and the Customer acknowledge that this Agreement does not 

create a partnership or joint venture between them, and is exclusively a contract for service. 

 
Limitation of Liability 

 

It is understood and agreed that the Service Provider will have no liability to the Customer or any other party for any loss or 

damage (whether direct, indirect, or consequential) which may arise from the provision of the Services. AFS is not 

responsible for the safety of the maintenance personnel as they are exchanging these filters. 

 
Governing Law 

 

It is the intention of the parties to this Agreement that this Agreement and the performance under this Agreement, and all 

suits and special proceedings under this Agreement, be construed in accordance with and governed, to the exclusion of 

the law of any other forum, by the laws of the State of Rhode Island without regard to the jurisdiction in which any action 

or special proceeding may be instituted. 

 

 
PRINT NAME:    

SIGNATURE:    


